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ABSTRACT: The excited state behavior of DNA hairpins
possessing a diphenylacetylenedicarboxamide (DPA) link-
er separated from a single guanine−cytosine (G−C) base
pair by zero-to-six adenine−thymine (A−T) base pairs has
been investigated. In the case of hairpins with zero or one
A−T separating DPA and G, formation of both DPA anion
radical (DPA−•) and G cation radical (G+•) are directly
observed and characterized by their transient absorption
and stimulated Raman spectra. For hairpins with two or
more intervening A−T, the transient absorption spectra of
DPA−• and the adenine polaron (An

+•) are observed. In
addition to characterization of the hole carriers, the
dynamics of each step in the charge separation and charge
recombination process as well as the overall efficiency of
charge separation have been determined, thus providing a
complete account of the mechanism and dynamics of
photoinduced charge transport in these DNA hairpins.

The mechanism of photoinduced charge separation in DNA
has been the subject of active investigation for over two

decades.1 Charge separation was initially thought to occur via a
single-step tunneling mechanism in which charge never resides
on the base pairs separating the electron donor and acceptor;2

however, tunneling is now thought to occur only in cases where
charge injection from an excited chromophore into the adjacent
base is highly endergonic.3,4 When charge injection is moderately
endergonic or exergonic, charge separation occurs via the initial
formation of an exciplex or radical ion pair between the excited
chromophore and an adjacent base.5,6 The transport of positive
charge from the adjacent base to a distal hole trap has been
proposed to occur via several different mechanisms including the
single-step tunneling7 and flickering resonance8 mechanisms,
incoherent hopping in which the positive charge is localized on a
single base,9 and polaron-like transport in which the hole is
delocalized over several bases.10−13

Guanine (G) is the most readily oxidized of the four common
bases and has been employed both as a hole trap in studies of
photoinduced charge separation14 and as an intermediate in long-
distance, multistep charge transport processes.15 The G cation
radical, G+•, is also the putative initial intermediate in the
oxidative cleavage of DNA.16 Thus, there have been numerous
studies of the formation and behavior of G+• both as the
nucleotide and in single strand and duplex DNA. Absorption
spectroscopy,17−19 EPR,19 and vibrational spectroscopy20 have

been employed to detect and characterize G+•. Zinth and co-
workers have recently reported the characterization of G+• by
transient infrared spectroscopy following femtosecond laser
excitation of G-containing dinucleotides,21 thus suggesting the
potential of vibrational spectroscopy for detecting the formation
of G+• as a short-lived intermediate within duplex DNA.
We report here the results of an investigation of photoinduced

charge transport in DPA−AnG hairpins (Chart 1), where DPA is

the hole donor diphenylacetylenedicarboxamide. A combination
of femtosecond and nanosecond transient absorption spectros-
copy (fsTA and nsTA, respectively) and femtosecond stimulated
Raman spectroscopy (FSRS) has been employed to characterize
theDPA anion radical (DPA−•), the guanine cation radical (G+•),
and the adenine polaron (An

+•) intermediates in the charge
transport process (Scheme 1). DPAwas selected for this study on
the basis of the relatively narrow and well-resolved transient
absorption bands for its singlet and anion radical22,23 and its high
quantum yield of charge separation in DNA hairpins,24 which
together allow for observation and analysis of charge separation
and the resulting intermediates.
The DPA-linked hairpins (Chart 1) were prepared and

characterized as previously reported (see Supporting Informa-
tion).22,23 Their UV spectra consist of a band with two vibronic
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Chart 1. Structures of the DPA Diol Linker and the DPA-
Linked Hairpins
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maxima between 300 and 350 nm assigned to the DPA
chromophore and a broad band at 260 nm assigned to
overlapping absorption of the DNA bases and DPA. DPA-linked
hairpins are very weakly fluorescent (Φf < 10−4) indicative of
efficient fluorescence quenching of the DPA chromophore by
either an A−T or G−C adjacent base pair.23 The CD spectrum of
a DPA-linked hairpin having five A−T base pairs is similar to that
of poly(dA)·poly(dT) indicative of the formation of a B-DNA
base pair domain.23

The excited-state behavior of limited sets of DPA-linked
hairpins has previously been investigated by our group using
fsTA23 and by Takada et al. using nsTA.24We have now studied a
complete set of DPA−AnG (n = 0−6) hairpins using fsTA, nsTA,
and FSRS. The fsTA and nsTA spectra of the DPA hairpins at
selected times following laser excitation are shown in Figure 1. In

all cases, a single band at 525 nm is formed within the ca. 150 fs
instrument response using a 330 nm laser pump pulse, decays
within several ps, and is replaced by a sharp band at 500 nm (ca.
30 nm fwhm, Table S2) and a broad band at 1130 nm in the near-
infrared (NIR) region. The 525 and 500 nmbands are assigned to
1*DPA and DPA−•, respectively, as in our earlier investigation.23

The NIR band was not observed previously due to limited
detection range. Its assignment to DPA−• is consistent with the

kinetics of its formation and decay, which follow those of the 500
nm band. The UV and NIR bands for DPA−• are similar in shape,
but are blue-shifted with respect to those for the unsubstituted
DPA−• in a MTHF glass as reported by Shida.25 The distinct
spectral features of DPA−• provide convenient markers for
tracking the dynamics of its formation and decay.
Global analysis of the transient absorption spectra provides the

rise times for DPA−• formation, which are attributed to hole
injection to the neighboring G or A bases (τinj, Scheme 1a,b; see
Supporting Information Figures S1−S14 for global fitting and
modified global fitting and species associated spectra for the
hairpins in Chart 1). The τinj values reported in Table 1 are

smaller for DPA−G and DPA−A1G (0.25 and 1.6 ps,
respectively) than for hairpins having two or more A bases
adjacent to DPA (2.6−3.1 ps). Values of τinj are in good
agreement with those previously reported for several DPA
hairpins.23

In addition to the formation of the transient absorption bands
for DPA−•, which are observed for all of the hairpins, a weaker but
distinct band is observed at 575 nm in the transient spectra of
DPA−G and DPA−A1G (Figure 1), but none of the other
hairpins. This band tracks the formation and decay of DPA−•.
Decay of both bands is attributed to charge recombination of
DPA−•−G+• and DPA−•−A1G

+• (τcrg, Scheme 1a,b (n = 1) and
Table 1).
Support for the assignment of the 575 nm band to G+• is

provided by the FSRS spectra obtained using a 575 nm Raman
pump pulse following 330 nm actinic excitation as shown in
Figure 2. The spectra of hairpins DPA−G and DPA−A1G, but

Scheme 1. Mechanism for Photoinduced Hole Injection from
1*DPA to (a) an Adjacent G and to (b) an An Tract Followed
by Hole Transport to G and Charge Recombination from
(An)

+• or G+•a

aHairpin DPA-A6 is similar to hairpin DPA-A6G except for lacking the
terminal G.

Figure 1. FsTA and nsTA spectra for the hairpins in Chart 1 at the
indicated delay times following a 330 nm laser pump pulse in aqueous
buffer. The nsTA spectra shown (>8 ns) were scaled to fsTA when
necessary by comparing the 7 ns spectra.

Table 1. Properties of DPA Hairpin Intermediatesa

hairpin τinj (ps) τa (ns) τcra (ns) τag (ns) τcrg (ns) Φg

DPA−A6 2.8 2.5 2.5 0.0
DPA−G 0.26 0.022 1.0
DPA−A1G 1.6 0.13b 1.0
DPA−A2G 2.6 0.034 0.25c 0.045c 1.8 0.85
DPA−A3G 2.6 0.79 2.0c 1.3c 100 0.61
DPA−A4G 3.0 1.5 2.1c 4.9c 5100 0.30
DPA−A5G 3.1 1.5 2.1c 5.4c 27,000 0.28
DPA−A6G 2.7 1.5 2.1c 5.4c 55,000 0.28

aSee Supporting Information for analytical methods. bτag ≪ τcra for
DPA-A1G. cCalculated from τa and Φg.

Figure 2.Normalized femtosecond stimulated Raman spectra, obtained
using a 575 nm Raman pump following 330 nm actinic excitation, of the
hairpins at a time point ca. 6× τinj. The peaks are labeled accordingly, and
the major G+• features are denoted with vertical dashed lines.
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not DPA−A2G, DPA−A3G, or DPA−A6, display bands at 1260
and 1565 cm−1 assigned to G+• (Figures 2 and S15−S23). The
Raman features assigned to G+• are similar to those previously
reported for a G-containing triad.26 Our observed features are
similar but shifted from those recently calculated by Sevilla et al.
for G+• in the guanine base and nucleotide.27 These shifts
plausibly reflect base pairing and ion pairing. The rise and decay
times of the G+•Raman bands are similar to those for the 575 nm
band in the fsTA spectra (Figures S1, S2, S16, and S18). The
Raman spectra of all of the hairpins studied display bands at 1125,
1600, and 2105 cm−1 assigned to DPA−• (Figures 2 and S15−
S23). The Raman signature assigned to DPA−• matches a
previous time-resolved resonance Raman spectrum reported by
Hiura et al.28

The 575 nm transient absorption band assigned to G+• is red-
shifted and narrower than the weak 500 nm absorption bands
reported by previous workers using pulse radiolysis-transient
absorption with much slower time resolution.17 A weak 500 nm
bandmost likely would not have been detected in the presence of
the strong DPA−• band. Hairpins possessing two or more
adenines adjacent to DPA fail to display the 1260 or 1565 cm−1

bands in FSRS assigned to G+•, at all decay times (Figures 2 and
S15−S23). A plausible explanation for the absence of these
marker bands for hairpins with n ≥ 2 is provided by charge
delocalization of G+•with its neighboring adenines. According to
the wave functions for single strand poly-A oligomers containing
a single G+• calculated by Conwell and co-workers, the positive
charge on G+• is partially delocalized onto the adjacent As, in
what Conwell refers to as a G-polaron.29 While the time scale for
G+• charge delocalization is not known, the structural relaxation
that determines the internal reorganization energy for charge
delocalization might require times longer than the 130 ps charge
recombination time for DPA−•−A1G

+•. The time constant for
charge transport in a G-tract is ca. 200 ps/base.30 Increased
charge delocalization would result in broadening and decreased
intensity of the G+• marker bands. Rapid reversible G+•−C
proton transfer18,31 provides an alternative explanation for the
absence of the G+• marker bands. However, the dynamics and
mechanism of G+• deprotonation and reprotonation remain
subjects of controversy.32

The DPA−AnG hairpins with n ≥ 2 do not display 1260 and
1565 cm−1 FSRS bands, yet they do show 565 nm fsTA bands,
which increase in intensity with the number of As, attaining a
maximum intensity in the normalized transient absorption
spectrum of DPA−A5G (Figure 3). The 565 nm bands in the
transient absorption spectra are assigned to an A-polaron
delocalized over the first 2−4 adenines with the positive charge
skewed toward the negative charge on DPA−• by Coulombic
attraction. This feature is broader than the absorption band
assigned to G+• (fwhm = 161 ± 16 nm vs 41 ± 2 nm, Table S2)
and is also present in the spectrum of DPA−A6. The greater
bandwidth is consistent with greater delocalization in an An

+• vs
AGA+•.11,33 The 565 nm feature decays well before DPA−• in
DPA−AnG with n ≥ 2, indicating that it is not associated with
charge recombination fromDPA−•−AnG

+• in these hairpins. The
lifetime of An

+• (τa) increases with n from 34 ps for DPA−A2G to
1.5 ns for DPA−A4−6G (Table 1). The Raman spectra of hairpins
DPA−A2G, DPA−A3G, and DPA−A6 (Figures 2 and S15−S23)
exhibit only DPA−• features confirming that the 565 nm band is
not a G+• signature. The absence of Raman bands associated with
the A-polaron is not surprising as stacking of chromophores can
lead to frequency shifts and loss of intensity both for neutrals and
polarons.34

Recent theoretical analysis of photoinduced charge transport
in stilbenedicarboxamide-linked hairpins by Renaud et al. have
predicted the formation of precisely this type of polaron.13 We
previously suggested that a polaron rather than hole hopping was
responsible for hole transport from singlet perylenediimide
(PDI) toG following hole injection to An (n = 2−4) in PDI−AnG
hairpins.12 It is interesting to note that the number of A−T base
pairs required for the maximum lifetime and intensity for the A-
polaron, four A−T base pairs, is the same as that required for the
structural features characteristic of A-tract DNA (e.g., narrow
minor groove and characteristic hydration motifs).35

The shorter lifetime for the polaron than for DPA−• suggests
that the polaron can decay both by charge recombination with
DPA−• and by hole transport to G (τcra and τag, Scheme 1b). The
efficiency of hole transport to G (ΦG, Table 1) decreases as the
number of intervening As increases and levels off after four As; as
seen in other DNA hairpins.36 The yields are higher than those
reported by Takada et al. based on nsTAmeasurements for DPA-
linked hairpins, but corroborate their conclusion that charge
separation is uncommonly efficient in these hairpins.24 The
constant values of Φg for DPA−AnG hairpins with n ≥ 4 would
seemingly preclude charge transport mechanisms involving
tunneling or incoherent hopping from the contact ion pair.
Decay times for charge recombination of An

+• (τcra) and hole
transport toG (τag) can be calculated from themeasured values of
Φg, the effective lifetime of An

+• (τa), and the relationship Φg =
kag/ka (ka = kcra + kag and k = 1/τ). The resulting values of τcra and
τag are reported in Table 1. The value of τcra is shorter for DPA−
A2G than for the other hairpins (0.25 vs 2−2.5 ns); whereas the
values of τag increase more gradually with the spatial extent of the
polaron, as previously observed for the PDI hairpins.12

Values of τcrg, the charge recombination times for the DPA
−•−

AnG
+• charge separated states, can be determined from the decay

of the DPA−• bands in their fsTA or nsTA spectra. In the case of
DPA−G and DPA−A1G, the decay kinetics of the 575 nm G+•

bands and the DPA−• bands are the same. Values of τcrg are
reported in Table 1 and are seen to increase exponentially with
the length of the A-tract fromDPA−G (22 ps) to DPA−A4G (5.1
μs), but increase more slowly at longer distances. This biphasic
distance dependence is similar to that previously reported for
stilbenedicarboxamide-linked hairpins.37 There is a minor
contribution at 485 nm with a lifetime >100 μs in DPA−AnG
with n ≥ 3, which we identify as 3*DPA (see Figures S6, S8, S10,
S12, and S14).

Figure 3.Normalized fsTA spectra for the hairpins that show the broad
A-polaron feature around 565 nm. The spectra are at a time point
immediately after complete charge injection (6 × τinj, ca. 18 ps) except
for the indicated reference spectrum of DPA−•−A2G

+• (black trace)
showing hole arrival on G at 240 ps.
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In summary, the distinct bands of the 1*DPA and DPA−•

transient absorption spectra permit tracking the hole injection
process in the DPA hairpins while leaving the spectral window
needed for observation of the G+• and An

+• intermediates in the
charge transport process unobscured. The formation of G+•

within a DNA duplex by means of photoinduced charge
separation has been observed for the first time by visible fsTA
spectroscopy and FSRS. Of equal significance to understanding
the mechanism of charge transport in DNA is the observation of
the An

+• by means of fsTA spectroscopy. This observation would
seem to resolve the long-standing uncertainty concerning the
mechanism of hole transport following charge injection into
DNA. While polarons have been frequently invoked as
intermediates in DNA charge transport processes,10,38 there
has been no prior report of their spectroscopic observation. The
An

+• observed here is formed adjacent to DPA−• where hole
injection occurs. However, the similar values of τag and Φg for
DPA−AnG where n = 4−6 suggest that these polarons are not
constrained to the first few base pairs. We caution that the
behavior of the polaron may well be dependent upon the
energetics of its formation and trapping as well as the length of the
A-tract. Continued experimental and theoretical studies of
photoinduced charge transport processes are in progress.
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